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Welcome
Kathryn McDowell

Living Music
In Brief
Welcome to this evening’s LSO concert at the
Barbican. It is always very special for us to work
with Michael Tilson Thomas, who joins us tonight
for an all-Russian programme. He first conducted
the Orchestra in 1970, later becoming Principal
Conductor and now Conductor Laureate, and we
have enjoyed a long and rewarding friendship for
over 40 years.
The programme opens with Stravinsky’s Scènes
de ballet, before violinist Lisa Batiashvili joins us for
Prokofiev’s Violin Concerto No 1, a work that belies
the political tumult during which it was written,
and instead evokes images of the serene Russian
countryside where it was composed. We finish with
Tchaikovsky’s final symphony, the ‘Pathétique’.
Earlier in the day we presented an LSO Discovery
Day at the Barbican and LSO St Luke’s, exploring
the life and music of Tchaikovsky; a warm welcome
to those who, following the event, join us in the
audience this evening.

BMW LSO OPEN AIR CLASSICS
On Sunday 21 May the LSO performed to thousands
of people at our annual free concert in Trafalgar
Square, BMW LSO Open Air Classics. As well as being
joined by pianist Behzod Abduraimov, the Orchestra
also performed side-by-side with young musicians
from East London. To see pictures and tweets from
the day, visit:
storify.com/londonsymphony

THE PLANETS ACHIEVES SILVER STATUS
With over 60,000 copies sold worldwide, LSO Live’s
release of Holst’s The Planets – Suite has achieved
silver status. The acclaimed recording, made over
three evenings in June 2002 with Sir Colin Davis,
is available on CD or to download on our website:
lsolive.lso.co.uk

I would like to take this opportunity to thank our
media partners Classic FM, who have recommended
the concert to their listeners.
I hope that you enjoy the performance and can
join us again soon. Michael Tilson Thomas returns
on Thursday 8 June for a programme of Brahms
and Nielsen, with piano soloist Yuja Wang.

A WARM WELCOME TO TONIGHT’S GROUPS
Groups of 10+ receive a 20% discount on standard
tickets to LSO concerts, plus other exclusive benefits.
Tonight we are delighted to welcome:
Hertford U3A
Adele Friedland & Friends
Minjong Choo & Friends
lso.co.uk/groups

Kathryn McDowell CBE DL
Managing Director

lso.co.uk
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Igor Stravinsky (1882–1971)
Scènes de ballet (1944)

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
ANDREW HUTH

COMPOSER PROFILE
PAGE 6

The GENESIS SUITE was a
collaboration between some of the
biggest composers of the day, with
seven movements that each tell
a different story from the book of
Genesis. You can hear the LSO give
a rare performance, conducted by
Sir Simon Rattle, directed by Gerard
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APOTHÉOSE

For all his great fame, Stravinsky’s early years in
wartime US were a time of difficulty and anxiety.
He adapted slowly at first to American manners,
life and language. Money was short. Various film
projects never materialised, European royalties had
dried up, and far too much time and energy went
into somewhat routine conducting engagements.
From the early 1940s comes a very mixed group of
scores, composed to various showbiz commissions.
These included the Circus Polka for the elephants
of the Barnum and Bailey Circus, the Scherzo à la
russe for Paul Whiteman’s band, ‘Babel’ from the
collaborative Genesis Suite, and Scènes de ballet.
What all these scores have in common is the
60-year-old composer’s enormous curiosity and
willingness to try out different styles in his own way.

McBurney and accompanied by
specially created visual projections,
on Saturday 13 January 2018. Visit
lso.co.uk/201718season to book.
Broadway producer, showman and
lyricist BILLY ROSE was a leading
figure in New York theatre at the
time. His shows included Jumbo
(1935), Billy Rose’s Aquacade (1937)
and Carmen Jones (1943), the music
for which was adapted from that of
Georges Bizet.

The impresario Billy Rose, fresh from his success with
Carmen Jones in 1943, next decided to invest a fortune
in a ‘high culture’ Broadway revue to be called
The Seven Lively Arts. As well as contributions from
Beatrice Lillie, Benny Goodman and any number of
glamorous showgirls, there was to be a 15-minute
ballet featuring Alicia Markova and Anton Dolin, who
would also devise the choreography. Rose’s first
choice of composer seems to have been Kurt Weill,
who turned down the commission and suggested
Stravinsky instead. The fee was settled (far less than
Stravinsky originally demanded, but much more

than Rose had bargained for) and the music was
composed quickly and completed in August 1944.
Stravinsky described Scènes de ballet as ‘a period
piece, a portrait of Broadway in the last years of the
War. It is featherweight and sugared …’. It is definitely
on the lighter side of his output. Despite the balletic
section headings, there is no narrative or story
to this suite of nine numbers. In its overall effect,
the ultimate source is Stravinsky’s own 1928 ballet
based on music by Tchaikovsky, The Fairy’s Kiss.
After the revue’s preview in Philadelphia, and even
more so after the Broadway opening of the revue on
7 December 1944, it was clear that both orchestra
and dancers were having trouble with Stravinsky’s
music, and in the course of its performances Scènes
de ballet was mercilessly hacked about and cut.
Stravinsky himself conducted the first concert
performance with the New York Philharmonic in
February 1945. Further, and doubtless better prepared,
ballet productions followed, including Frederick
Ashton’s abstract and geometrical choreography for
the Sadler’s Wells Ballet at Covent Garden in 1948.
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Sergei Prokofiev (1891–1953)
Violin Concerto No 1 in D major Op 19 (1915–17)
1

ANDANTINO

2

SCHERZO: VIVACISSIMO

3

MODERATO – ALLEGRO MODERATO
LISA BATIASHVILI VIOLIN

‘How could it have happened that he did not hear the
true music of the Revolution?’ asks Prokofiev’s dutiful
Soviet biographer, Israel Nestyev, of his subject’s role
in the crucial year of 1917.
PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
ANDREW HUTH is a musician,
writer and translator who writes
extensively on French, Russian
and Eastern European music.

COMPOSER PROFILE
PAGE 6

It happened because the young composer spent
very little time in the cities during the turbulent
months leading up to the yet more crucial events
that October. Both the Symphony No 1 (‘Classical’)
and the First Violin Concerto, alongside a new-found
passion for astronomy, occupied his calm thoughts
in the country so near to a turbulent Petrograd, and
yet so far from its unquiet spirit (he had, admittedly,
toyed with the Concerto while shooting carried
on beneath his window in the city that February).
Arguably it was the limpid purity of Russia’s eastern
rivers which found its way into the orchestration of
the First Violin Concerto. The river trip was a holiday
which Prokofiev the careful Soviet autobiographer
would be at pains to pass over. Travelling southwest
to pick up a boat along the Volga to Kazan, he
decided with apparent spontaneity to explore
the river Kama. His detour took him as far east as
the foot of the Ural mountains. He described the
scenery to his friend Myaskovsky as ‘wild, virginal
and exceptionally beautiful, with its red mountainous
shores covered in dark Siberian pines’.

The virginal and the beautiful aspects could certainly
be applied to the opening idea of the Concerto;
and yet this ‘beautiful, tender theme’ had first
occurred to Prokofiev as the start of a concertino
back in August 1913. The second subject followed
that November, though presumably the Adagio he
mentions in January 1914 was abandoned, or reallocated; and the shock of the new when he saw
Diaghilev’s Ballets Russes in London that summer
and was asked to compose a hard-hitting score for
the impresario made him ‘cool towards the lyricism
of my Violin Concerto’. So only its aggressive scherzo
took any kind of shape before the nature-idylls of 1917.
Years of displacement and uncertainty intervened
before the Concerto’s first performance in Paris on
18 October 1923, with the 18-year-old leader of
Koussevitzky’s orchestra, Marcel Darrieux, as soloist.
‘Now, to be sure, I’d do a lot of it very differently’,
Prokofiev told another settler in Paris, the musicologist
Pyotr Souvchinsky. What remains significant is the
high degree of gentle tunefulness in a relatively early
work by a composer regarded, whether in 1917 or
1923, as a noise-making enfant terrible. Pure song for
the soloist at the very beginning of a violin concerto
was nothing new, and the Parisian audience looked
down its nose at one possible source of inspiration,
the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto. It seems more
likely that Prokofiev had taken note of the shimmering
string support for the violinist in the opening bars
of the Sibelius Concerto as well as the roving,
seemingly improvised quality of Sibelius’ melody.

lso.co.uk
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Prokofiev’s own opening melody, predominantly
sweet and dreamy rather than dark and dramatic like
Sibelius’, runs for some 44 bars before dissolving its
profile in low, irresolute trills. At first the secondary
material which follows, a gavotte rather more
contorted than the one in the ‘Classical’ Symphony,
seems to come from a different world. Yet the
magical negotiation back to the silk-spinning of the
opening seems perfectly natural. This time the flute
takes over the melody in all its pristine beauty, while
the harpist and soloist provide a gleaming reflection
which surely owes something to the magic of that
summer journey down the Kama, and the spell is
cast even more wistfully at the end of the concerto.

SERGE KOUSSEVITZKY was a
Russian-born conductor, publisher
and champion of modern music.
He published works by Scriabin,
Prokofiev, Stravinsky and Medtner.
He emigrated from Russia in 1920
and while in Paris he organised the
Concerts Koussevitzky, a summer
concert series featuring new works
by many composers including
Prokofiev, Ravel and Stravinsky.
He would go on to conduct the
premieres of Prokofiev’s Symphony
No 2 (1925) and Symphony No 4
(1930) as conductor of the Boston
Symphony Orchestra.

Between these fugitive visions Prokofiev entertains
his listeners and the soloist with a scherzo – the
movement he liked best in 1923 – running wild
with every conceivable violinistic effect: pizzicato,
harmonics, spiccato (or staccato bowing) and sul
ponticello (playing close to the bridge of the violin).
The orchestration snaps back with the resourcefulness
of rushing clarinet figurations, pulsing horns and the
baleful rearing of the tuba. Although the finale soon
gives the impression of treading water before the
work’s initial haven can be reached again, its opening
sets up a tension between the violinist’s cantabile
melody and the tick-tocking accompaniment –
anticipating the ambiguous slow movement of the
Second Violin Concerto by nearly two decades. The
affecting elaborations of clarinet and flute in the final
vision were added in 1924 after early performances,
Prokofiev told Myaskovsky, ‘because without some
sort of divertissement like that it sounded dreadfully
like the overture [Wagner’s Prelude] to Lohengrin’.
INTERVAL – 20 minutes
There are bars on all levels of the Concert Hall; ice cream
can be bought at the stands on Stalls and Circle level.

MICHAEL TILSON THOMAS
IN 2017/18

Thu 17 May 2018 7.30pm, Barbican
SIBELIUS
Sibelius Violin Concerto
Sibelius Symphony No 6
Sibelius Symphony No 7
Janine Jansen violin
Sun 20 May 2018 7pm, Barbican
MISSA SOLEMNIS
Beethoven Missa Solemnis
Joélle Harvey soprano
Sasha Cooke mezzo-soprano
Toby Spence tenor
Luca Pisaroni bass-baritone
London Symphony Chorus
Simon Halsey chorus director

On sale now
lso.co.uk | 020 7638 8891
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Igor Stravinsky
Composer Profile

Sergei Prokofiev
Composer Profile
The son of the Principal Bass at
the Maryinsky Theatre, Stravinsky
was born at the Baltic resort of
Oranienbaum near St Petersburg
in 1882. Through his father he met
many of the leading musicians of
the day and came into contact
with the world of the musical
theatre. In 1903 he became a
pupil of Rimsky-Korsakov, which
allowed him to get his orchestral
works performed and as a result
he came to the attention of Sergei
Diaghilev, who commissioned a
new ballet from him, The Firebird.

The success of The Firebird, and then Petrushka (1911) and The Rite
of Spring (1913), confirmed his status as a leading young composer.
Stravinsky now spent most of his time in Switzerland and France, but
continued to compose for Diaghilev and the Ballets Russes: Pulcinella
(1920), Mavra (1922), Renard (1922), Les Noces (1923), Oedipus Rex
(1927) and Apollo (1928).
Stravinsky settled in France in 1920, eventually becoming a French
citizen in 1934, and during this period moved away from his Russianism
towards a new ‘neo-Classical’ style. Personal tragedy in the form of his
daughter, wife and mother all dying within eight months of each other,
and the onset of World War II persuaded Stravinsky to move to America
in 1939, where he lived until his death. From the 1950s, his style of
composition again changed, this time in favour of a form of serialism.
He continued to take on an exhausting schedule of conducting
engagements until 1967, and died in New York in 1971. He was buried
in Venice on the island of San Michele, close to the grave of Diaghilev.
Composer Profiles © Andrew Stewart

Prokofiev was born in Ukraine
and from an early age showed a
prodigious ability as both composer
and pianist. He gained a place at
the St Petersburg Conservatory
at the age of 13 and shortly
thereafter acquired a reputation
for the uncompromising nature of
his music. According to one critic,
the audience at the 1913 premiere
of the composer’s Piano Concerto
No 2 were left ‘frozen with fright,
hair standing on end’. He left
Russia after the 1917 Revolution,
but decided to return to Moscow
with his wife and family 19 years
later, apparently unaware of Stalin’s repressive regime.
Before he left for exile, Prokofiev completed his ‘Classical’ Symphony,
a bold and appealing work that revived aspects of 18th-century
musical form, clarity and elegance. He received commissions from arts
organisations in the United States and France, composing his sparkling
opera The Love for Three Oranges for the Chicago Opera Company in
1919–20. His engagements as a recitalist and concerto soloist brought
Prokofiev to a wide audience in Europe and the US, and he was in great
demand to perform his own Piano Concerto No 3.
The ballet Romeo and Juliet and the score for Feinzimmer’s film
Lieutenant Kijé were among Prokofiev’s first Soviet commissions.
Both scores were subsequently cast as concert suites, which have
become cornerstones of the orchestral repertoire. The Fifth Symphony
was intended as ‘a hymn to free and happy Man, to his mighty powers,
his pure and noble spirit’. Prokofiev’s comments, written in 1944
as the Russian army began to march towards Berlin, reflected his
sense of hope in the future. Sadly, his later years were overshadowed
by illness and the denunciation of his works as ‘formalist’ by the
Central Committee of the Communist Party in 1948.

lso.co.uk

Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky
Composer Profile
Tchaikovsky was born in KamskoVotkinsk in the Vyatka province of
Russia on 7 May 1840; his father
was a mining engineer, and his
mother was of French extraction.
In 1848 the family moved to the
imperial capital, St Petersburg,
where Pyotr was enrolled at
the School of Jurisprudence.
He overcame his grief at his
mother’s death in 1854 by
composing and performing,
and music remained a diversion
from his job – as a clerk at the
Ministry of Justice – until he
enrolled as a full-time student
at the St Petersburg Conservatory in 1863.
Tchaikovsky’s First Symphony was warmly received at its St Petersburg
premiere in 1868. Swan Lake, the first of his three great ballet scores,
was written in 1876 for Moscow’s Bolshoi Theatre. Between 1869
and the year of his death, he composed over 100 songs, cast mainly
in the impassioned Romance style and textually preoccupied with
the frustration and despair associated with love, conditions that
characterised his personal relationships.
Tchaikovsky’s hasty decision to marry an almost unknown admirer in
1877 proved a disaster, his homosexuality combining strongly with his
sense of entrapment. By now he had completed his Fourth Symphony,
was about to finish his opera Eugene Onegin, and had attracted the
considerable financial and moral support of Nadezhda von Meck, an
affluent widow. She helped him through his personal crisis and in
1878 he returned to composition with the Violin Concerto. Tchaikovsky
claimed that his Sixth Symphony represented his best work. The mood
of crushing despair heard in all but the work’s third movement reflected
the composer’s troubled state of mind. He committed suicide nine days
after its premiere on 6 November 1893.

Composer Profiles
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Pyotr Ilyich Tchaikovsky (1840–93)
Symphony No 6 Op 74 (‘Pathétique’) (1893)

PROGRAMME NOTE WRITER
ANDREW HUTH
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ADAGIO – ALLEGRO NON TROPPO
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ALLEGRO CON GRAZIA

3

ALLEGRO MOLTO VIVACE

4

FINALE: ADAGIO LAMENTOSO

When 19th-century composers wrote minor-key
symphonies they generally followed the Beethoven
‘darkness-to-light’ model; and even if the finale
ended in a dark minor key (like Brahms’ Fourth)
it would normally be a fast, passionate movement,
more defiant than tragic. The quiet, despairing
ending of Tchaikovsky’s Sixth Symphony was
unprecedented. This symphony is the record of a
deeply personal experience, expressed with a power
that leaves one in no doubt either of Tchaikovsky’s
musical mastery or the intensity of his feelings,
but it is certainly not music for people who are
embarrassed by the expression of strong emotions.

of August and immediately wrote to his brother
Anatoly, ‘I’m very proud of the Symphony, and I think
it’s the best of my works’. He conducted the first
performance on 28 October 1893 in St Petersburg.
The response was polite, but apparently not
enthusiastic. Tchaikovsky, who was usually extremely
sensitive to audiences’ reactions, was not upset
on this occasion: ‘It’s not that it displeased, but it
produced some bewilderment. As far as I myself
am concerned, I take more pride in it than in any
other of my works’, he wrote to his publisher.

Tchaikovsky, while he was writing his Sixth Symphony

When composing it, Tchaikovsky had admitted that
it was a symphony ‘with a programme, but with a
programme of a kind which remains an enigma to
all – let them guess it who can’. We cannot know
exactly what Tchaikovsky had in mind; he never
wanted to ‘explain’ his music in any other terms,
and when the work was performed it was simply
billed as: Sixth Symphony, B minor. On the morning
after the first performance, about to send the score
for engraving, Tchaikovsky could not make up his
mind whether to give it a title at all. He didn’t like
the idea of either ‘Tragic Symphony’ or ‘Programme
Symphony’, and it was his brother Modest who
suggested a title in French: ‘Pathétique’, implying
the expression of deep feeling and suffering.

In the autumn of 1892 Tchaikovsky sketched a
new symphony but soon put it aside, feeling that
something was wrong: he realised that he had been
writing out of habit, without any deep commitment,
and it was an altogether different sort of symphony
that he needed to compose. The sketches were
recycled into a third piano concerto, and by the
following February the new work was well underway.
He completed the orchestration on the last day

The first movement of the ‘Pathétique’, from its
opening bassoon crawling up from the depths to its
hushed ending, includes a wide variety of musical
images. As always in Tchaikovsky, it is the lyrical idea
that propels the music; and the economy of texture,
rhythmic vitality and clarity of instrumentation
ensure that these images strike the listener with
immediate force. It is a drama of contrasts, of
personal passion struggling against hostile forces.

‘I certainly regard it as easily the
best – and especially the most
‘sincere’ – of all my works, and I
love it as I have never before loved
one of my musical off-spring.’

lso.co.uk
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TCHAIKOVSKY on LSO LIVE
LSO Leader Roman Simovic directs
the LSO String Ensemble in a
performance of Tchaikovsky’s
much-loved Serenade for Strings.
Available at
lsolive.lso.co.uk
in the Barbican
Shop or online at
iTunes & Amazon
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There is lightness and some sort of happiness in the
two inner movements, though it is not untroubled.
The second movement is calm and urbane, redolent
of the world of Tchaikovsky’s ballets. It sounds like
a waltz, although it is not written in a triple-time
waltz metre but with a strangely unsettled five
beats to the bar. The following march is as brilliant
and thrilling as anything Tchaikovsky wrote, but for
all its frantic activity there is a deliberate lack of
melodic focus: it is long before the march rhythms
and orchestral ferment settle down to reveal an
actual tune. In both these inner movements there
appears that figure of a downward scale which is
heard so often in Tchaikovsky’s music, and which he
associated with Fate, that power which Tchaikovsky
believed ruled his life and which he once grimly
described as: ‘the fatal force which prevents our
hopes of happiness from being realised, and
which watches jealously to see that our bliss and
happiness are never complete and unclouded …
it is inescapable and it can never be overcome’.

Five days after conducting the ‘Pathétique’
Tchaikovsky was taken ill, and he died four days
later. The official version of events was that he
drank a glass of unboiled water and contracted
cholera. There were vague rumours of suicide,
and in the 1970s a strange story emerged from
Russia, passed down over 80 years by word of
mouth, that Tchaikovsky had been summoned
to a ‘court of honour’ composed of ex-students
of the St Petersburg School of Jurisprudence,
where he had studied as a young man. This court,
apparently, presented Tchaikovsky with the grim
alternatives of public exposure of an affair he had
been having with a young nobleman, followed
by disgrace and probable criminal proceedings,
or taking the honourable course of suicide.

The following march is as
brilliant and thrilling as anything
Tchaikovsky wrote, but for all
its frantic activity there is a
deliberate lack of melodic focus.

For all its implausibilities and the absence of any
corroborating evidence, it’s an attractive story for
those who would like to hear the Sixth Symphony
as a premonition of a conveniently dramatic ending
to an unhappy life. Whatever the truth of the events
surrounding Tchaikovsky’s death, though, there is no
evidence at all of suicidal depression during the time
he planned and composed the Sixth Symphony.
The obvious pride he took in it suggests, on the
contrary, a rare period when his art was able to
compensate for the loneliness of his life, when the
perfect musical expression of his own character
allowed him greater peace of mind than he had
enjoyed for many years. All the same, it’s hard to
hear the bleak ending of the Symphony without
wondering whether he was right about Fate.

This descending ‘Fate’ figure shapes both themes
of the Finale. On its first appearance the second of
them begins consolingly in the major mode and rises
to a climax of passionate protest – perhaps a last
desperate attempt to find love and happiness.
On its reappearance it sinks lower and lower,
ebbing away into darkness and silence.

It’s hard to hear the bleak ending of
the Symphony without wondering
whether he was right about Fate.
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Michael Tilson Thomas
Conductor
Michael Tilson Thomas is Music Director of the San
Francisco Symphony, Founder and Artistic Director of
the New World Symphony and Conductor Laureate
of the London Symphony Orchestra.
Born in Los Angeles, Tilson Thomas began his
formal studies at the University of Southern
California, where he studied piano with John Crown
and conducting and composition with Ingolf Dahl.
At 19 he was named Music Director of the
Young Musicians Foundation Debut Orchestra,
and worked with Stravinsky, Boulez, Stockhausen
and Copland on premieres of their compositions
at Los Angeles’ Monday Evening Concerts.

Conductor Laureate
London Symphony Orchestra
Music Director
San Francisco Symphony

In 1969, after winning the Koussevitzky Prize at
Tanglewood, he was appointed Assistant Conductor
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra, and was later
appointed Principal Guest Conductor until 1974.
He was Music Director of the Buffalo Philharmonic
from 1971 to 1979 and a Principal Guest Conductor
of the Los Angeles Philharmonic from 1981 to 1985.

Founder & Artistic Director
New World Symphony

His recorded repertoire of over 120 discs includes
works by composers such as Bach, Beethoven, Mahler,
Prokofiev and Stravinsky, as well as his pioneering
work with the music of Charles Ives, Carl Ruggles,
Steve Reich, John Cage, Ingolf Dahl, Morton Feldman,
George Gershwin, John McLaughlin and Elvis Costello.
He recently finished recording the complete orchestral
works of Mahler with the San Francisco Symphony.
In February 1988 he inaugurated the New World
Symphony, an orchestral academy for graduates of
prestigious music programmes. In addition to their
regular season in Miami Beach, they have toured in
Austria, France, Great Britain, South America, Japan,
Israel, Holland, Italy and the United States.

New World Symphony graduates have gone on
to major positions in orchestras worldwide.
As a Carnegie Hall Perspectives Artist from 2003
to 2005, he had an evening devoted to his own
compositions, which included Island Music for four
marimbas and percussion, Notturno for solo flute and
strings, and a new setting of poems by Rainer Maria
Rilke. Other compositions include Street Song for brass
instruments and Agnegram, an overture for orchestra.
As Principal Conductor of the London Symphony
Orchestra from 1988 to 1995, Tilson Thomas led the
Orchestra on regular tours in Europe, the United States
and Japan, and at the Salzburg Festival. In London
he and the Orchestra have mounted major festivals
focusing on the music of Steve Reich, Gershwin,
Brahms, Debussy and Mahler. As Conductor Laureate
of the LSO, he continues to lead the orchestra in
concerts in London and on tour.
During his tenure as Music Director of the
San Francisco Symphony he has presented eight
summer festivals, including ones devoted to the
music of Mahler, Stravinsky, Wagner and American
Mavericks. With the San Francisco Symphony he
has made numerous tours of Europe, the United
States and the Far East.
Michael Tilson Thomas is a Chevalier dans l’ordre
des Arts et des Lettres of France, was Musical
America’s Musician of the Year and Conductor of
the Year, and Gramophone’s Artist of the Year. He
has won eleven Grammy Awards for his recordings.
In 2008 he received the Peabody Award for his
radio series for SFS Media, The MTT Files. In 2010,
President Obama awarded him with the National
Medal of Arts, the highest award given to artists
by the United States Government.
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Lisa Batiashvili
Violin
Lisa Batiashvili, Musical America’s 2015 Instrumentalist
of the Year, is this season’s Artist-in-Residence with
the Royal Concertgebouw Orchestra, as well as a
Portrait Artist of the Bamberg Symphony. Praised by
audiences and fellow musicians for her virtuosity and
‘profound sensitivity’ (Financial Times), the Georgianborn violinist has long-standing relationships with
some of the world’s leading orchestras, including the
New York Philharmonic, Staatskapelle Berlin, Berlin
Philharmonic, Tonhalle-Orchester Zürich and the
Chamber Orchestra of Europe.
Highlights of Lisa Batiashvili’s 2016/17 season
included performances with the Staatskapelle
Dresden (with Gautier Capuçon and Christian
Thielemann), hr-Sinfonieorchester Frankfurt (with
Andrés Orozco-Estrada), Los Angeles Philharmonic
(with Gustavo Dudamel) and Berlin Philharmonic
(with Sir Simon Rattle). She also performed the world
premiere of Anders Hillborg’s Violin Concerto No 2
with the Royal Stockholm Philharmonic Orchestra
(with Sakari Oramo), as well as with the Orchestre
de chambre de Paris and François Leleux.
As part of her residency with the Royal Concertgebouw
Orchestra, she performed Tchaikovsky’s Violin
Concerto under Sir Antonio Pappano, Prokofiev’s
Violin Concerto No 2 under Daniele Gatti, and
Shostakovich’s Violin Concerto No 1 under Vladimir
Jurowski. Her two weeks at the Bamberg Symphony
Orchestra saw performances of Dvořák’s Violin
Concerto with Ingo Metzmacher, and the Bach and
Thierry Escaich Concertos for Violin and Oboe with
François Leleux under Jakub Hrůša. Chamber music
projects included the opening celebration of the
Boulez Saal in Berlin, where she performed with
members of the Staatskapelle Berlin; a series of
recitals with Georgian jazz pianist Beka Gochiashvili;
and a tribute concert to Alfred Brendel.

Recording exclusively for Deutsche Grammophon,
Lisa’s latest album, a recording of the Tchaikovsky
and Sibelius Violin Concertos with Daniel Barenboim
and the Staatskapelle Berlin, has already received
international critical acclaim. Prior to this, she
released an album dedicated to works by JS and
CPE Bach, featuring, among others, François Leleux,
Emmanuel Pahud and the Kammerorchester
des Bayerischen Rundfunks. Earlier recordings
include the Brahms Violin Concerto with the
Staatskapelle Dresden (with Christian Thielemann),
and Shostakovich’s Violin Concerto No 1 with the
Symphonieorchester des Bayerischen Rundfunks
(with Esa-Pekka Salonen). She has also recorded the
Beethoven, Sibelius and Lindberg Concertos for Sony.
A student of Ana Chumachenco and Mark Lubotsky,
Lisa gained international recognition at the age
of 16 as the youngest ever competitor in the
Sibelius Competition. She has been awarded two
ECHO Klassik awards, the MIDEM Classical Award,
the Choc de l’année, the Accademia Musicale
Chigiana International Prize, the Schleswig-Holstein
Music Festival’s Leonard Bernstein Award and
the Beethoven-Ring.
Lisa lives in Munich and plays a Joseph Guarneri
‘del Gesu’ from 1739, generously on loan from a
private collector.
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London Symphony Orchestra
On stage
FIRST VIOLINS
Roman Simovic Leader
Lennox Mackenzie
Clare Duckworth
Nigel Broadbent
Ginette Decuyper
Gerald Gregory
Jörg Hammann
Maxine Kwok-Adams
Claire Parfitt
Laurent Quenelle
Harriet Rayfield
Colin Renwick
Sylvain Vasseur
Rhys Watkins
Shlomy Dobrinsky
Alain Petitclerc
SECOND VIOLINS
David Alberman
Sarah Quinn
Miya Väisänen
Matthew Gardner
Julian Gil Rodriguez
Naoko Keatley
Belinda McFarlane
Iwona Muszynska
Paul Robson
Ingrid Button
Violeta Vancica
Gordon MacKay
Robert Yeomans
Caroline Frenkel

VIOLAS
Edward Vanderspar
Malcolm Johnston
Lander Echevarria
Anna Bastow
Julia O’Riordan
Robert Turner
Jonathan Welch
Stephen Doman
Philip Hall
Caroline O’Neill
Nancy Johnson
Claire Newton
CELLOS
Tim Hugh
Alastair Blayden
Jennifer Brown
Noel Bradshaw
Eve-Marie Caravassilis
Daniel Gardner
Hilary Jones
Deborah Tolksdorf
Miwa Rosso
Judit Berendschot
DOUBLE BASSES
Colin Paris
Patrick Laurence
Matthew Gibson
Joe Melvin
Jani Pensola
Jeremy Watt
Nicholas Worters
Josie Ellis

FLUTES
Gareth Davies
Adam Walker
Alex Jakeman
PICCOLO
Sharon Williams
OBOES
Olivier Stankiewicz
Ruth Contractor
CLARINETS
Andrew Marriner
Chris Richards
Chi-Yu Mo
BASS CLARINET
Katy Ayling
BASSOONS
Rachel Gough
Daniel Jemison
Joost Bosdijk

Your views
Inbox
HORNS
THU 18 MAY – SIR MARK ELDER, ROMAN SIMOVIC & TIM HUGH
Christopher Parkes
Angela Barnes
Lucinda Scott Turning this miserable May into beautiful
Alexander Edmundson
Jonathan Lipton
nights thanks @londonsymphony @BarbicanCentre …
Stephen Craigen

Brahms double concerto blew me away

TRUMPETS
Philip Cobb
Michael Møller
Gerald Ruddock
Andrew Mitchell

Yosh M My very first Holst’s The Planets. …
Loved exquisite end by ladies chorus.

TROMBONES
Dudley Bright
James Maynard

Peter Bingle Superb concert last night @BarbicanCentre.
Mark Elder and @londonsymphony on top form. Had
forgotten what a great work The Planets is.

BASS TROMBONE
Paul Milner
TUBA
Alberto Azzolini
TIMPANI
Nigel Thomas
PERCUSSION
Neil Percy
David Jackson
Sam Walton
Antoine Bedewi
HARP
Bryn Lewis
PIANO
Elizabeth Burley

TUE 23 MAY – BERNARD HAITINK

Simon Toyne Reeling from Haitink’s Mahler 9 with
@londonsymphony. Such a privilege to be there.
The best possible music-making; utterly transcendent.
Ben Glassberg Last night’s @londonsymphony Mahler 9
was one of the most extraordinary concert experiences of
my life. Poignant, powerful music-making.
Ammal Bhatia Just experienced arguably the greatest
concert in my life, Mahler 9 with Bernard Haitink
@londonsymphony

LSO STRING EXPERIENCE SCHEME
Established in 1992, the LSO String Experience
Scheme enables young string players at the
start of their professional careers to gain
work experience by playing in rehearsals
and concerts with the LSO. The scheme
auditions students from the London music
conservatoires, and 15 students per year
are selected to participate. The musicians
are treated as professional ’extra’ players
(additional to LSO members) and receive fees
for their work in line with LSO section players.

The Scheme is generously supported by
Help Musicians UK
The Polonsky Foundation
Fidelio Charitable Trust
N Smith Charitable Settlement
Lord and Lady Lurgan Trust
Barbara Whatmore Charitable Trust
LSO Patrons
Performing in tonight’s concert are Emmanuel
Bach (Violin II), Yaroslava Trosymchuk (Cello)
and Jose Moreira (Double Bass)
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Silk Street
London
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Registered charity in England No 232391
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